
M I S C E L L A N E O U S

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF NURSES

This year the International Council of Nurses celebrated the
seventy-fifth anniversary of its foundation and for that occasion issued
a special number of its review. 1 This issue contains various articles
contributed by eminent persons in the nursing world who recall some
of the events that helped to raise the ICN to its position today as a great
organization. Its establishment in Geneva furthered its ties with the
Red Cross, and especially with the League, which has been co-operating
with the ICN since 1920 in the teaching of public health and its admi-
nistration at international level. In this special number, Mrs. V.
Arnold relates that it was in 1949 that the Florence Nightingale Inter-
national Foundation became associated with the ICN, taking upon
itself the setting up of higher education programmes in nursing care
and the publication of guides and textbooks on nurse-training.

The ICN, which in 1899 grouped nursing associations from only
three countries, now has 79 national associations as members. Its
international influence and the extent of its action throughout the
world are demonstrated by the messages of congratulation which it has
received from many different institutions on its seventy-fifth anniver-
sary. We reproduce below the message sent by the President of the
International Committee of the Red Cross, Dr. Eric Martin.

For the first time since it was founded, the International Com-
mittee of the Red Cross has chosen a doctor of medicine as its
President, who is extremely happy to express his good wishes and
congratulations to the International Council of Nurses on the
occasion of its anniversary.

1 International Nursing Review, May-August 1974.
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MISCELLANEOUS

The International Committee of the Red Cross is well aware
of all the work undertaken by the ICN in order to develop, unify
and adapt the education of nurses and to establish, on an inter-
national basis, links between nursing schools and national asso-
ciations. Considerable progress has already been made. Throughout
the world, in hospitals and dispensaries, in the bush as well as in
factories, nurses are working to restore and maintain the health
of man and of populations.

Doctors of my generation have experienced the revolution
in medicine; the rapid change from an empirical and imprecise
art of healing to a modern science with perfected methods of diag-
nosis and great therapeutic possibilities.

Similarly, nurses have adapted to these new technical demands
and to the ever-increasing responsibilities with which they are
entrusted. At the same time, social and preventive medicine have
increased in importance and now represent a real health policy.
Finally, to be really efficient, medicine must take into account the
relationship between mind and body, a problem which has far too
long been neglected.

A successful realtionship between doctor and patient or between
nurse and patient goes a long way towards producing a successful
cure; an unsatisfactory relationship leads to failure.

This is the essence of the message I wish to send to nurses
throughout the world: no technical method and no intellectual know-
ledge can replace the soothing gesture of the nurse who is prepared
to listen, to try to understand, and who, by her presence, provides
comfort to the patient.

In 1974, in the century of the computer, one must remember
the actions of the good Samaritan, symbol of the work of the Red
Cross, the good Samaritan who, following his heart, stops and bends
over the person in need of help.
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